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Laying the groundwork
for sustainability
Native Grounds Nursery pursues the new Sustainability
Certification for Nursery and Greenhouse Production,
developed by Food Alliance and OAN

Mike Nehls of Native
Grounds Nursery (left)
visits with inspector/
consultant Lance Lyon of
Lance Lyon Consulting.

Food Alliance sustainability standard
Founded: 1989
Mission: Provide the food and agriculture industry with
sustainability standards, evaluation tools, and a voluntary,
third-party certification program.
Nurseries: Food Alliance has created a new Sustainability
Standard for Nursery and Greenhouse Production.
For more information on this standard, log on to
www.foodalliance.org/nursery or email Roberta Anderson
at roberta@foodalliance.org.

By Jim Snyder
Native Grounds Nursery in
Brownsville, Ore., recently underwent
the first inspection for certification to
the new Sustainability Standard for
Nursery and Greenhouse Production.
The Food Alliance, a Portland-based
nonprofit organization that helps segments of agriculture pursue sustainability, developed the standard specifically
for nurseries and greenhouses in North
America. The Oregon Association of
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Nurseries provided critical support in
the development of this new standard.
We spoke with owner Mike Nehls
to ask him about his adaptation of
sustainable production practices and
the pending certification for Native
Grounds Nursery.
Sustainability in ornamental plant
production is a relatively new topic
in the industry. Going above and
beyond to protect the environment is
completely voluntary. Can you tell us
why you’ve chosen to implement sustainable management in your nursery
operations?
Sustainable practices are not new
to us at Native Grounds Nursery. Since
our founding in 1999, we have always
looked for better and more eco-friendly
ways to accomplish the everyday practices of producing ornamental plants.
My background is not in floriculture, but rather botany and wildlife
science, so we’ve always had a focus
on the environment and protecting and
enhancing the ecosystem.
We produce primarily native plants.
Even though we market to landscapers
and retailers, a lot of our plants end up
in restoration projects. Producing them
in an eco-friendly manner is a logical
feature of our product line.
Finally, our nursery is where our
home is located. It is very important to
have a safe and ecologically friendly
environment for our family.
Many people expect that putting
a sustainable operating plan in place
can mean making substantial changes and incurring added costs. What
has your experience been?
As I mentioned, my background
is not in horticulture, so I had no preconceived production protocols or
ingrained traditions to change.
Immediately after my undergraduate work at Oregon State, I had a
job at a large commercial nursery.
I observed all the normal, everyday
practices — such as fertilizing, irrigation and pest control — that are used
to produce ornamental plants. My
background in wildlife science led me
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to believe that there should be more
ecologically friendly ways to produce
the same outcomes.
When we founded Native Grounds
Nursery, we immediately began to
develop and employ these practices in
all of the nursery operations. We also
soon realized that the changes we made
to traditional methods of irrigating, fertilizing and pest control not only benefited the ecosystem, but also reduced
the amount of inputs, and in most cases
also the production costs.
Even though producing native

“The growing
consumer demand for

Karen Lewotsky of Food Alliance (right) visits with nursery owner Mike Nehls (center) and Lance
Lance Lyon of Lance Lyon Consulting, who did the inspection for Food Alliance nursery certification.

eco-friendly products
is just beginning.”
— Mike Nehls,
Native Grounds Nursery

plants is a specialized business, I truly
believe that the reasoning behind our
methods can be employed in growing a
more traditional product line with many
of the same beneficial results.
Finally, we truly believe that sustainable production is just the right
thing to do for our business, customers,
employees, heirs and the environment.
Once you’ve implemented sustainable production, why go the
extra step of attaining sustainability
certification? As you mentioned earlier,
sustainability, and certainly certification,
is a relatively new topic in the ornamental plant industry. Although Native
Grounds Nursery is not a huge nursery,
we have always considered ourselves
▲
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progressive and aggressive, so being
one of the first nurseries to be certified
enhances and continues this tradition.
Also, we have always promoted
the “best practices” we use to produce
our plants. Independent third-party
verification of these practices against
an industry-leading standard gives us
irrefutable verification that we really do
employ sustainable methods in growing
our plants.
Finally, we all can get caught up
in the everyday pressures of running
our businesses. An independent second
set of eyes challenges us to constantly
improve, think strategically and eliminate complacency.
You’ve talked about the benefits
of sustainability and certification on
the production side. How do you see
this impacting the sales and marketing side?

No one will disagree that the last
few years have been extremely challenging for ornamental plant producers.
The focus certainly has been on cutting
costs, reducing shrink and maintaining
sales to viable customers.
Hopefully we’ve seen the worst.
An improving economy and rebounding housing and commercial building
market should provide opportunities
for product differentiation, added value,
and hopefully, margin enhancement. An
increase in consumer disposable income
should also provide a boost to sales.
The growing consumer demand for
eco-friendly products is just beginning
a migration from food and consumer
goods to ornamental plants, and this
category should experience significant
growth. We feel that our sustainability
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Mike Nehls (right) has been using sustainable practices since founding Native Grounds Nursery more than a
decade ago. The purpose of seeking certification, through an inspection process (with Lance Lyon, pictured)
is to get the recognition and validation for what Native Grounds is already doing.

Increase productivity and decrease costs at your nursery!
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certification should enhance our ability
to take advantage of all these opportunities as they develop.
There are a number of certification programs that can be
applied to ornamental plants. Why
did you choose the Food Alliance
Sustainability Certification Program?
I’ve been active in OAN for a number of years. The staff, board, and its
members have been instrumental in initiating the development of the standard
and supportive in its implementation, so
it only made sense to closely examine
the program. In comparing other standards, I found differences and elements
in the Food Alliance standard that were
important to me.
The fact that it is the only standard
developed for the North American ornamental plant producers was extremely
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“We’ve always
had a focus on
the environment
and protecting
and enhancing the
ecosystem.”
— Mike Nehls,
Native Grounds Nursery

important. The inclusion of Salmon-Safe
certification criteria is also important for us
Northwest producers. The fact that Food
Alliance obtained and continues to obtain
industry stakeholder input really sets the
standard apart from other certifications.
These, along with the fact that
the certification period is for three
years and costs are capped to make it
affordable for any producer, made the
Food Alliance program best suited for
my business.
Mike Nehls and his wife, Keli, own Native
Grounds Nursery in Brownsville, Ore.
Mike may be reached at 541-954-0148
or nativegroundsnursery@gmail.com.
Jim Snyder is president of Sustainability
Services Horticultural Consulting.
He can be reached at 440-319-7230 or
snyderjim@windstream.net.

